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Abstract 

Standardization makes its contributions to many aspects of our lives, although often that contribution is unnoticed. For example, 
management standards, such as the ISO 9000 family, establish a common ground perspective that enlarges companies’ markets 
and boosts its international reaching, technological development, and innovation while supporting continuous quality improvement 
in products and services both at a national and international level. Notwithstanding the recognized relevance of some management 
standards, especially the ones that have an associated certification system to support its knowledge (e.g., ISO 9000 family), little 
is known about the impact of the standards (e.g., ISO 21500 family) adoption in increasing organizations’ performance regarding, 
for instance, quality, safety, efficiency, or interoperability. This hinders the standards’ dissemination and potential use and 
unnecessarily delays its revision and further development. To help fill this gap, this position paper proposes a research project that 
includes the development of a model and an observatory focusing on the adoption of management standards. The expected 
contributions are: 1) at a theoretical level, a new conceptual model for the explanation and assessment of the adoption of 
management standards and related impacts; 2) at a practical level, a new information system (observatory) which is expected to be 
a tool for understanding the adoption of standards, as well as for monitoring and publicizing the results obtained from 
standardization practices. 
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1. Introduction 

Standardization is a strategic tool that influences several areas, such as industrial competitiveness, human health 
protection, and innovation. In fact, standardization has been supporting the European Union (EU)’s strategy towards 
smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth [1], as well as trade and investments negotiations [2]. The EU regulation  
no. 1025/2012 [3] provides the framework for all European standardization efforts. 

This effort is established by standardization organizations such as CEN, CENELEC, or ETSI at a European level 
and by ISO [4] at an international level. The standardization initiatives are, at the national level, operationalized by 
National Standardization Bodies (NSB) such as IPQ – “Instituto Português da Qualidade” in the case of Portugal [5]. 
As defined by the Regulation (EU) no. 1025/2012, the NSB activity is currently subject to faster and increased 
inclusive action, delivering, among other, technical reports and standards that should be based on consolidated 
scientific results, technology, and experience, aiming to promote benefits for the relevant communities [6]. 

Some of these standards have been showing several benefits to organizations [7], enabling them to carry out their 
activities more efficiently and effectively [8][9], thus contributing to organizational and business success [10][11]. 
However, there is still limited scientific evidence and difficulties in the evaluation of the actual impact [12], especially 
the one that arises from the use of management standards that do not have associated certification (e.g., ISO 21500 
[13]). For instance, there is minimal information on whether and how the standards are being used in practice and the 
difficulties and advantages of such use. This kind of information is very important for organizations to better decide 
on which standards to invest in; it is also required to support and develop well-informed and timely decisions to 
confirm, annul, revise, amend, or withdraw existing standards. Additionally, the dynamics of markets and the reduction 
of products and services lifecycle times are also pressuring for an acceleration of the standards’ development phases, 
requiring faster and more advanced knowledge on their potential impacts and benefits. 

To sum up, the absence of the information mentioned above is causing several problems. On the one hand, there is 
a lack of knowledge on the effective use of the standards, conditioning the decision regarding the scenarios to promote 
its creation, evolution (or withdrawal). On the other hand, it is difficult for organizations to perceive the real gains of 
efficiency and effectiveness that the adoption of each standard provides. 

To help solve these issues, this position paper proposes the development of an in-depth study on the effective use 
of national and international standards and their impact on the success of organizations, as well as a new observatory 
to support its continuous monitoring. 

The article proceeds as follows. In the next section, some technical insights on the standards development, revision, 
and withdrawal are presented. The third section describes the proposed research project and a preliminary version of 
the underlying theoretical model. The general framework of an observatory on the adoption of management standards 
is also presented. In the fourth and final section, the main expected contributions resulting from this proposal are 
identified and presented together with further research activities. 

2. Standards development, revision, and withdrawn 

Global standards, seeking to ensure more responsible and regulated investment activities, have become an 
increasingly prominent EU treaty feature, helping to overcome international fragmentation [14]. Moreover, to achieve 
the Sustainable Development Goals of the UN 2030 Agenda [15], substantial investment will be required. The 
investment needs to be operationalized through projects and program implementations following management 
standards, from ISO/TC 258 and other International Technical committees (TCs), and are required to be frequently 
updated in order to stay up to speed with scientific, technological, and professional evolutions. 

For ISO Standards, this involves a formal, systematically reviewed ballot [16], typically arranged every five years 
after their publication, by questioning the NSBs regarding whether each standard should be confirmed (kept as is), 
withdrawn, or changed (with revisions/amendments). The main options about the recommended action are: 1) 
Withdraw, 2) Revise/Amend; 3) Confirm; 4) Abstain due to lack of consensus; or 5) Abstain due to lack of access to 
national expertise. 
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Likewise, upon the decision of the associated Technical Committee (TC) in ISO or CEN by the Technical Boards 
(TB), national and European standardization bodies also carry out systematic reviews of the standards five years after 
publication at the latest. A request of a CEN National Member [17] can also prompt the revision. In the case of a 
European Normative (EN), there can also be a reduced five-month ballot, considering only the following decisions 
[18]: 1) Confirm EN, 2) Revise EN, 3) Amend EN, and 4) Withdraw EN, according to the impact and benefits of those 
in the community. 

To objectively support this kind of decision, ISO has been using surveys and case studies reports [12], which are 
not without difficulties, such as: 1) Reports are based on monthly aggregate measures such as the number of certificates 
and number of sites; 2) Reports may show data fluctuations; 3) There are data adjustment difficulties on the number 
of sectors covered; and 4) There is a lack of participation of national certification bodies. Thus, stronger systematic 
review procedures are required, with a balanced stakeholders’ engagement and increased regional representation. 

From a literature search carried out mainly in the Scopus database, using as search strings “standard* review* 
process*” OR “Systematic* Process* review*,” were found near 60 articles, dominantly from health care and social 
sciences (only a few are from Engineering (7), Business (3), or Environmental Sciences (3) areas). For instance, from 
the Engineering and Business perspectives, some references highlight the use of project management practices 
incorporated in lessons learned systems [19]. Taking as an example the ISO 21500 family can be found about a dozen 
references, such as [20-24], focusing on Success Management [20], education [21], integration of ISO 21500 with 
other guides and standards [22], risk assessment [23], or process implementation [24]. However, none of the reported 
studies address the adoption of the standards (except for [24]) or their impact on organizations. This information 
shortage also happens in the case of other standards families. 

Considering the state-of-the-art and the decision-making requirements of standards development and maintenance, 
it is clear that there is a knowledge gap due to the current limited knowledge on the standards’ adoption. 

3. The research proposal 

The knowledge gap and the need for addressing the lack of relevant and timely information regarding the adoption 
of management standards require further research. We propose a new project that aims to: 

• Develop an in-depth study on the effective use of national and international (such as ISO) standards; 
• Create a new observatory to monitor the standards’ usage and impacts, supporting future adoption and 

development. 

The research project is described in the next sections. 

3.1. In-depth study on the effective use of national and international (ISO) standards 

A preliminary theoretical model is shown in Figure 1, with three constructs: standards adoption; moderators (e.g., 
industry); and organizational impacts. Based on the theoretical model, we propose first to create a measurement scale 
grounded in current literature. The resulting scale can then be used to collect empirical data through a questionnaire-
based survey (with closed and open questions). The goal is to collect and analyze empirical data in order to have 
evidence on the adoption of standards from the companies’ point of view. Collected data can then be analyzed using 
qualitative and quantitative methods, including content analysis as well as descriptive and inferential statistics. The 
results will be discussed according to the insights gained on the adoption of the standards and respective 
impacts/benefits. The objective is to answer the questions: “Which standards are being used by organizations in 
practice, and what are the impacts of that use?”; “Are the impacts of the standards use influenced by variables such as 
the company size or industry?” 
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Impacts
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Fig. 1. Preliminary theoretical model. 

3.2. Observatory of the management standards adoption and impact 

In addition to the results described in the previous section, the project should also contribute to knowledge transfer. 
Organizations should be able to use the results from the research to support standards adoption, maintenance, and 
development. Thus, a significant expected contribution of this project is the creation of an observatory based on the 
theoretical model. This observatory was first envisioned in 2019 and formalized throughout a research plan submitted 
for funding purposes and is currently under development. The observatory is intended to be the frontend of a broader 
information system to collect, organize, and make available relevant information about the state and impact of the 
standards use. This aims to provide information to support decision-making about standards creation and maintenance 
and to set the basis for further research to follow the evolution and impact of standards adoption. 

The observatory’s homepage is presented in Figure 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Observatory’s homepage (mock-up). 
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To develop the observatory, the involved activities are mainly software development engineering activities, 
including requirements elicitation, design, programming, testing, and deployment. Following an agile approach based 
on Scrum [25], the observatory can be developed iteratively, starting from simple versions and progressing to a full-
featured version. 

4. Conclusion 

Several types of contributions resulting from this proposal can be identified: 1) at a theoretical level, a new 
conceptual model for describing and explaining the impact of the adoption of management standards will be created; 
2) at a practical level, a new information system (observatory) will be developed, providing a tool for the understanding 
of the adoption and impact of standards, as well as for the dissemination of the results from standardization practices. 

The main activities defined for the project include: 

• The creation and corroboration of the theoretical model; 
• A survey of organizations that possess copies of standards, aiming at a comprehensive characterization of their 

adoption, use in practice, and resulting difficulties and obtained benefits; 
• The creation and operation of the observatory to serve several purposes (a) the monitoring of performance and 

impacts of existing standards; b) the dissemination of information to be used in the development of new standards; 
c) to boost the adoption of standards by organizations. 

ISO/TC 258 Strategic Plan [26] Clause 4.2. reveals that ISO/TC 258 2023’s current objective is to set up a 
mechanism to maintain and track the existing project management standards until 2030, increase communication 
channels for their pros and cons, and establish key performance indicators for the project management standards use 
around the world, which can be measured by the ISO/TC 258 regulations. This proposal also contributes to these goals. 
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c) to boost the adoption of standards by organizations. 

ISO/TC 258 Strategic Plan [26] Clause 4.2. reveals that ISO/TC 258 2023’s current objective is to set up a 
mechanism to maintain and track the existing project management standards until 2030, increase communication 
channels for their pros and cons, and establish key performance indicators for the project management standards use 
around the world, which can be measured by the ISO/TC 258 regulations. This proposal also contributes to these goals. 
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